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Boatfit - Custom Rigging 
 
      Custom rigging is the process of analyzing an 

individual’s rowing technique and anthropometric 

measurements, including height, weight, limb lengths, flexibilities, and rowing 

measurements (Fitdata), to determine boat, rigger, and oar setup.  The custom setup 

will provide comfort and efficiency to improve performance. Once the athlete has 

experience with the new rigging, follow-up Purcerverance video analysis will identify 

possible improvements to the rigging based on the athlete’s rowing technique and 

power application. The Boatfit process is the ultimate in equipment preparation to 

allow the athlete to achieve maximum performance.  

1. Athlete Data Submission 

 The first step in the Boatfit process is for the athlete to measure and submit their 

Fitdata as outlined on the Custom Measurement Form, Figure A. The form outlines 

athlete measurements and provides space for information about the boat and oars. 

An optional video erg submission, easily captured from a cellphone, offers additional 

information about the athlete’s body positions and rowing technique. The form 

provides space for the athlete to commend and add any specific concerns about their 

boat setup and rigging.   

2. Rigging Setup Analysis  

 Purcerverance analyzes the Fitdata and video (Figure 2) to determine a rigging 

setup that provides comfort and efficiency. The Boatfit process connects the rigging 

dimension for length, load, stroke position, and athlete comfort to the submitted 

Fitdata.  For example, the athlete’s stroke length, sleeve length, power capacity, body 

weight, and target stroke rate determine the span rigging dimension. Other 

dimensions such as footstop height and angle relate to shoe size, ankle flexibility, 

shin and trunk lengths, and rowing technique. Once calculated, the Custom Rigging 

Setup sheet (Figure 3) provides the athlete and coach with all information required. 

3. Adjust Boat and Oar to Setup Dimensions 

       The Custom Rigging Setup sheet provides dimensions to adjust the boat, rigger, and oar for comfort and efficiency. The 

measurements detail a rigging length and load to match the athlete’s capacity. The setup shows the new stroke arc angle and position 

to maximize blade connection in the water. Once rigged to the dimensions on the sheet, the boat is ready to go.      

4. Follow-up Video Analysis 

      Once the athlete is comfortable with the new rigging, a follow-up video of the 

athlete rowing in the shell is used for further analysis.  Video captured will quantify the 

rigging factors with values based on rowing technique and power application criteria.  

Analysis factors of Drive Time, Blade Slip, Effective Stroke Length, Stroke Position, 

Stroke Rate, and Stroke Ratio provide insight into rigging efficiencies. The video analysis 

also provides a boat speed curve that 

identifies new speed opportunities when 

linked to the rowing technique.  Athletes 

receive a summary to fine-tune the 

rigging and recommendations for rowing 

technique modifications for performance 

improvement.       

5. Opportunities  

      The Purcerverance Boat Speed Rigging 

and Technique Analysis sheet explains the 

rigging adjustments and the rowing 

technique opportunities to improve speed. The sheet also provides pictures taken from 

the video to allow athletes and coaches to visualize the technique. This visual link between 

boat speed and rowing technique offers coaches and athletes a targeted goal for 

technique modifications. For more information on Custom Rigging and rowing technique 

analysis, go to the Purcerverance webpage at https://purcerverance.ca/coach-support. 


